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All groups considered in this paper are finite. Following [S] we say that 
H satisfies property CR (character estriction) if every irreducible character 
of H is the restriction of some irreducible character of G. An obvious 
sufficient condition for property CR to hold for H is that G has a normal 
complement of H; i.e., there is a normal subgroup G,, such that G = HGO 
and H n GO = 1. However, a cyclic group of order 9 shows this condition is 
not necessary. A number of authors, including Isaacs [8], Sah [14], 
Hawkes and Humphreys [7], and Ferguson [3], have shown that 
property CR together with suitable additional hypothesis on H and G does 
imply the existence of a relative normal complement. In this paper we will 
prove the following theorem which was first proposed by H. Leonard, Jr. 
THEOREM A. Let H be a Hall x-subgroup of the finite group G, then G 
has a normal complement of H if and only if H satisfies property CR. 
If H,, is a normal subgroup of H and H is a subgroup of G, then G has a 
relative normal complement of H over HO, if there is a normal subgroup 
GO of G such that G = GO H and H n GO = HO. Theorem A yields the 
following corollary. 
COROLLARY B. Let H and HO be subgroups of the finite group G with 
HO 4 H and ([G : H], [H: HO]) = 1. Then G has a relative normal 
complement of H over HO if and only if every irreducible character of H/H,, 
is the restriction of an irreducible character of G. 
The proof of Theorem A depends upon [4] which uses the classification 
of finite simple groups and upon inspection of the character tables of some 
of the finite simple groups. 
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As noted under Introduction, if G has a normal complement of H, then 
H satisfies property CR. Thus, we consider the case when G has a Hall 
n-subgroup H which satisfies property CR. 
The pair of groups (G, H) satisfies Theorem A if G has a Hall 
rc-subgroup H satisfying property CR and G is a counter-example of 
minimum order to Theorem A. 
LEMMA 1. Assume (G, H) satisfies Theorem A and H, denotes a minimal 
normal subgroup of H. Let K = Hy = (hgl gE H,), K, = O,.(K), and x 
denote the image of a set X in GfK,,. Then notation may be chosen so that 
the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) G=eK. 
(ii) R is a G-chief factor with a Hall n-subgroup isomorphic to H,. If 
K0 E A c K such that 2 is a minimal normal subgroup of $ then A is non- 
Abelian and R= A”I x Afi2 x . . . x Azr where hl = 1, h,, . . . . h, are represen- 
tatives of right cosets of N,(A) in H. 
(iii) If B = A n H,, then B N B is a proper Hall z-subgroup of 2 and - - 
(A, B)E {(A,, A,-lh P a prime ~2 7, (b(q), A&2 11, V%(q), 
Wd2))q odd, V’%+(q), PfJ,+(2))q odd, Wz3, Md). Further, HI = 
Bh’ x B”2 x . . . x Bhr. 
Proof: (i) We note that possibly H= H,. Since Hy = n {ker(X) 1 x E 
Irr(G) and H, c ker(X)} and every irreducible character of H/H, is the 
restriction of an irreducible character of G, Hf n H = H, . The hypotheses 
of Theorem A are satisfied in GfHF by HHf/HP z H/H,. Hence, the 
minimality of G implies that G/H? has a normal Hall a’-subgroup. Thus, if 
K = H, K, = H, O,,(K), then G is z-separable. Theorem A now follows from 
[14]. Thus, K#H,KO. 
Let G, = HK, if [Gi I < ICI, then Gi = O,,(Gl)H. Since O,(G,)= 
O,.(K) = K,,, we obtain the contradiction K= H, Ko. Thus, G = HK. 
(ii) N&H,) is rr’-closed since H, M G. Hence, NK(H,) = C,(H,) if 
H, is an Abelian p-group. In this case, [S, Theorem 7.4.31 yields the 
contradiction K= H, K0 which was obtained in (i). Therefore, H, is the 
direct product of non-Abelian simple groups isomorphic to B where B is a 
minimal normal subgroup of H, . Let K, c U c K where U/K,, is a G-chief 
factor. Since U < G, U n H = U A H1 is a non-trivial Hall z-subgroup of U 
which is normal in H. The minimality of H, yields Un H = H, whence 
K= HF E U. Thus, K/K,, is a G-chief factor. 
If X is a subset of G, let 1 denote the image of X in G/K,,. R is a G-chief 
factor with a non-Abelian Hall rr-subgroup R, N H1. Therefore, R is the 
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direct product of non-Abelian simple groups isomorphic to a minimal 
normal subgroup 1 of X. Let K0 c A s K where A/K, = A, then A < K. 
G= KH yields K=n;=, AKi (direct product) where hi = 1, h,, . . . . h, are 
representatives of distinct right cosets of N,(A) in H. 
(iii) Since A < K and H1 is a Hall n-subgroup of K, A n H1 is a Hall 
n-subgroup of A. A n H, <Hi so A n H, is a direct product of groups 
isomorphic to B. Hence, m is a Hall Ir-subgroup of the simple groups 
A and m is a direct product of isomorphic non-Abelian simple groups. 
Since K # Hi K,, R # R, and A # A n Hi. By [4], m is itself simple so 
we may choose notation where A n H, = B. Reference [4] also implies 
(2, B)E {(A,, A,-,), P a prime ~2 7, b%(q), AA 42 11, W,(q), 
PSpJ2)) for q odd, (X2,+(q), PQ,+ (2)) for q odd, (Mz3, Mz,)}. In this list, 
it is understood that q is an odd prime power such that the second group 
listed is actually a Hall subgroup. For example, q = 11 in (L,(q), A,) but 
q # 17 in (L,(q), A,). We note that N,(A) = N,(B) since A n Ahic_Ko for 
2<i<r. Thus, H, =BxBh2x --. xBhr. 
If x is an element of a group R, let xR denote the conjugacy class of x 
in R. 
- - 
LEMMA 2. (4 B)4 {(P%(q), P%,(2)) q odd, (Pf&+ (q), Pa,+ @)I, q 
odd, (MB, &,)I. 
Proof. Suppose be B# and ZeE’nB, then X=Z where CEB and 
c E b”K, for some a E A. Now c E (b”) K,, and Sylow theory together with 
(IK,,l, IBI)= 1 yield c=bnka for some k, E K,. Hence, 6’ n B= bA n B. If 
a E: A and b” E bA n B, then b” = bh for some h E H since H satisfies property 
CR. Now b” = bh E (Ah n A) - K, yields h E N,(A) = N,(B). Therefore, 
6’ n B C_ bNHtA) r\ B = bNHcE) n B and bA n B E bNff(‘). 
If B IT PSp,(2), then Aut(B) = Inn(B) so bNHcB) = bB whence 6’ n B = 
bB. However, PSp,(2) has four classes of involutions by [2] while 
PQ,(q) has three classes of involutions by [l] if q is odd. Therefore, 
(Z a f W,(q), fwd2)). 
If B N Mz2, there are two classes of elements of order 4, bf and bf, where 
we may choose notation so that IC,(b,)l =24 and IC,(b,)l=2’ [Z]. 
Hence, b, and b, cannot be conjugate in N,(B). However, Mz3 has only 
one class of elements of order 4 so (A, B) # (M,,, M&. - - 
Suppose (A, B) = (PsZ,+ (q), PG?$ (2)) where q is odd, then d has four 
classes of involutions [ll] and B has 5 [a]. Thus, bA n B # bB whence 
bNHcB) #bB for some involution b E B. Out(PQ,+ (2)) N S,. Suppose 
3) I N,( B)/BC,( B)J. By [2], there is %, a N,(B)-class of involutions in B, 
%’ = bB u (bg)B u (b$)B if b $9% where g E N,(B) and gC,,(B) B has order 3 
in N,(B)/BC,(B). Further, [2] yields there are two other N,(B)-classes of 
involutions in B given by yNtiB’ = yB and .z~~(~) = zB. Since d has four 
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classes of involutions, we see that bA n B # bA and bNHcB) #bB for some 
involutions b in %‘. Since g E N,(B) = N,(A), we may choose notation so 
that b E%? and b”= bg for some UE A. Thus, (b”)B= (bg)B. Now gEN,(A) 
yields b g2 = bug = b go’ = b”“’ where a’ E A. Hence, (bg2)B= (baa’)’ and % = 
bA n B. However, A has three other conjugacy classes of involutions Z’, a’, 
Z’ where c, d, e may be chosen as involutions in B. This is a contradiction 
since 2, a, 2 are non-conjugate involutions in Zgu PB. Therefore, we may - - 
assume [N,(B): C,(B)B] = 2 if (A, B) = (PQ,+ (q), PQ,+ (2)). Further, 
there is an involution b, such that b;B # 6: n B c bpcB). 
Let L=N,(A)A =N,(B)A, then a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(b,) lies in 
NH(B)(I’ for some a, E A. If T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(b,) which lies in 
N,(B)“‘, then b, E Tc S”’ c B”’ where S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of N,(B) 
and a, E A. Thus, b = bF’ E T”?’ E Sr B and T”;’ is a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of C,(b). Hence, a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(b) lies in C,,,,,(b) where b= 
by;’ E B. Now bf # bf n B= bA n B implies that bA n B # bB so that 
bNHcB) #bB. Thus, there is an h E N,(B) - CNHcBJ (b)B and an a E A such 
that b”= bh. Therefore, ha-’ E Co(b) n L = C,(b). Since N,(B)/BC,(B) is 
an Abehan 2-group CNHcB) (b)B 4 N,(B) so that CNHcBj(b) BA= 
C,,(B)(b)A a L and LICN”(B) (b) A is a z-group. In particular, C,,,,,(b)A 
contains a Sylow u-subgroup of C,(b) for all odd u. Since CNHcBJ(b) con- 
tains a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(b), C,(b) c C,,,,,(b)A. Now ha-’ E C,(b) 
implies that h E C,,&b) A. Hence, h E CNHcBj(b) A n H = C,,(,,(b) B which 
is a contradiction. 
If Xis a group, let X”‘=Xand Xc’)= [X’j-“, X”-“1 fori=2, ,,., co. 
LEMMA 3. Assume that (G, H) satisfies Theorem A, A and B are - - 
as defined in Lemma 1, and (A, B) E {(A,, A,- 1) p a prime p 2 7, 
(L2(q),A5)q>11}.LetA,=fJjE,A (j), then A,/O,.(A,) N 2. There is a 8~ 
Irr(A,/O,.(A,)) such that 61 B = /I + s/I(l) 1, for s a non-negative integer. 
Further pEIrr(B) and/?(l)=p-2 ifB=Ar-, forpa 11, while b(l)=9 if 
B=A6, and /?(I)=4 ifB=A,. 
Proof: We use the notation of Lemma 1 so that K, = O,.(K). By 
Lemma 1, K is a G-chief factor with minimal normal subgroup A. Hence, 
A=A,KoandA,/O,.(A,)=A,/A,nK,-A/K,=A.B~A,sinceB=B(“. 
Also (A,, B) N (A,, B) N (A, B). - - 
If (A, B) = (A,, Ae), let /I denote the unique irreducible character of 
A, z B of degree 9 (see [2, p. 61). If (2, @= (A,, A,-,) for p a prime 
p 3 11, let /I denote the unique irreducible character of B N B of degree - - 
p- 2 (see [lo, Theorem 2.5.151). If (A, B) = (L,(q), A,), let /.I denote the 
unique irreducible character of B 2 B of degree 4 (see [2, p. 21). 
Since H, = B x Bh2 x . . . x Bhr by Lemma l(iii), there is a unique 
extension pi of /3 to H, where ker(Bi) = Bh2 x . . . x Bhr. If x E N,(B), then 
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the uniqueness of p(1) implies that XEZ&I~). Conversely, if XEZ&?~), 
then x~N~(C~,(ker(fli))) = N,(CH,(BhZx ... xB”)) = N,(B). Hence, 
Z,(fll) = NH(B). C,,(B) n B = 1 implies that there is an extension fl of fli 
to C,(B) x B where ker(fl) = C,(B). ZH(JI1) = N,(B) implies that 
C,(B)AZ&!Ii) and it is easy to see that fl is invariant in ZH(fll). If 
B & A6 then [6, Theorem 4.2401 implies that [Z&II) : C,(B)B] = 
[N,(B) : C,(B)B] < 2. Now by [9, Corollary 6.201, p extends to /I* E 
WLW). - - 
If B 2 A,, then (A, B) = (A,, Ah). As pointed out in the proof of 
Lemma 1, N,(B) = N,(A). Let L = N,(A) A. Since N,(A) is a Hall 
a-subgroup of L, it is easy to see that C,(A) A = C,,(A) A. By [6, 
Theorem 4.2401, Out(A,) = 2,. Hence, [L : AC,(A)] < 2. Now N,(B) = 
NJ A) > C,(A) implies that NH(B) n AC,(A) = BC,(A). Therefore, by the 
basic homomorphism theorems, [N,(B) : BC,,(A)] < 2. Since C,,(A) < 
C,(B), it follows that [Z,&?i) : BC,(B)] = [N,(B) : BC,(B)] < 2. Hence, 
[9, Corollary 6.201 again implies that fl extends to & E Irr(Z&?i)). 
Hence, in all cases [9, Theorem 6.6.111 yields flf E Irr(H). 
Let x E Irr(G) where ~1 H = SF. Since H, = Bhl x Bh2 x -. . x Bhr where 
1 = hl, II*, . ..) h, are distinct right coset representatives of N,(B) in ZY, 
XIH, =/?fIH, =Cisl 8:;. In particular, xlr, =/Ills +(r- l)/Ii(l). 1, = 
P+(r-l)~(1)1B.By[9,Theorem6.6.2],~lx.=e,C~~1~iwherethecpiare 
distinct conjugates of ‘pi in G, ‘pi ~1rr(K) for i= 1, . . . . t,, and e, E Z+. Now 
(xIB, /I) = 1 implies that e, = 1. Further, we may choose notation so 
vi,“, = Cf=, /IF where 1 <k < r. Therefore, we obtain 
v,(l) = W(l). (3.1) 
Since A, A K, tpIIA, = e2 Cy=, di where the di are distinct conjugates of 
6, in K, hi EIrr(A,) for i= 1, . . . . tz, and e2 E Z+. qlle =Cf=, #l$ = 
/I + (k - 1) fl( 1) 1 B implies that we may assume e, = 1 and notation is 
chosen so that 
(~i,~, =Cfi 1 di where the ?ii are distinct conjugates of 6i in K (3.2) 
and 
dl,B =P+flLx where f is a non-negative integer. (3.3) 
Since f261(1)=cp1(1) and t,~i(l)=~(l)=/?~(l), 6,(l) and ql(l) divide 
IHI. 
Let K, =O,,(Al), and let 11~Irr(K,) where (6,,,,,1)=e>O. By [9, 
Theorem 6.6.111, 6, = pAI where ZJE IA,(n) and plK, = el. Suppose that 
A, #Z,,(n). 6,(1)l(jHI, IAIl)= IB(. Hence, if u is a prime such that ullA,l 
but u 4 rc, then I(,?) contains a Sylow v-subgroup of A,. Since B is a Hall 
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z-subgroup of A,, it follows that [A i : B] ( [Z(d) : Z(n) n B]. This yields 
A, = M(1). By [9, problem 5.21, 6,,, = ,u’IJ~ = (p(,CIJnB)B. It now follows 
from (3.3) that /? = yB for some y E Irr(Z(l) n B). By [2, p. 21, A, contains 
no subgroups of index less than 5. Hence, B z$ A,. If B z A,, /?( 1) = 9. 
However, by [2, p. 41, there are no subgroups of A, of index dividing 9. 
Thus, B = A, ~, for p > 11 and j?( 1) = p - 2. Therefore, /? = yB implies that 
A pi 1 has a proper subgroup F with [B : F] < p - 2. By considering (1 F)B, 
we see that B E A,- 1 has a non-principal irreducible character of degree at 
most p - 3. This contradicts [ 10, Theorem 2.5151. Hence, IA,(n) = A,. 
Since 6 ,,K, = e1 and 6,( 1) 11 BI, K, a n’-group implies that 1 is linear. 
Hence, e=6,(1) and if XEK~, det ~,(x)=(I~(x))~“‘). Since A, = [A,, A,], 
(A(x))~““= 1 Now x a rc’-element and 6,(l) ( IBJ yield n(x) = 1. Thus, 
1=1,, and 6; EIrr(A,/O,(A,)). Now [A,, K,]zK,, K=AAh2...Ahrand 
[A,,Ahi]sA1 nAhcsA, nAnAh’ c A, nK,cK, for i=2,...,r imply 
that 6, is invariant in K. Hence, (3.2) implies that qlla, =6i. By (3.1) 
a,(l)=k/?(l). Therefore, (3.3) yields 6,,, =J?+s/?(l)lB where s=k- 1. 
The lemma follows with 6 = 6,. 
- - 
Proof of Theorem A. By Lemmas 1 and 2, we may assume (A, B) E 
{(L,(q), AS)q> 11, (A,, A,-l)p>7 p a prime}. (We use the notation of 
Lemmas l-3.) Let A,, 6, and B be as defined in Lemma 3, then 6 E 
Irr(A,/O,.(A,)) and A,/O,.(A,) N 2. 
Suppose that (Al/O&A,), B)= (L,(q), A,) for qa 11. Then /I(l)=4 and 
6( 1) = (s + 1) B( 1) = (s + 1)4 by Lemma 3. Since B is a Hall n-subgroup of 
A,, a Sylow 2-subgroup of A, has order 4 and 4 ( 6( 1). Thus, 6,(x,) = 0 if 
x2 is an involution in B. By [2, p. 21, p(xJ = 0, and Lemma 3 yields 0 = 
S,(x,)=~(~~)+s~~(l)=s/?(l). Thus, s=O and S,(l)=B(1)=4. Reference 
[ 13, Tables 21 and 223 yields (q - 1)/2 < 4 which is a contradiction. 
Thus, (A,/O,,(A,), B)= (A,, A,_,)p a prime ~27. If p=7, then 
p( 1) = 9 and a Sylow 3 subgroup of A, has order 9. Since 6,( 1) = 
(s+ 1)/3(1)=(s+ 1)9, 6,(x3)=0 f i x3 is an element of order 3 in B. Since 
fl(1)=9, p(x3)=0. Hence, by Lemma3, O=S,(x,)=B(x3)+sB(1). It 
follows that s=O and 6i(1)=9. 
However, [2, p. lo] yields a contradiction. Therefore B N A,-, where 
p is a prime and p > 11. There is an element b E B such that 
1 CA~,~..,~,, (bO,,(A,))I = p- 2. (Al/O,.,,,, N A,, and b corresponds to the 
element (1 234...p-2) in A,-, NB.) There is a subgroup F of B 
(F corresponds to A, _ *) such that ( lF)B = 1 B + B and b E F. Further, 
bBn F= bF so that (lF)B (b)= 1 and /3(b)=O. Thus, by Lemma 3, 
6(b) =$(l) = s(p - 2). However, 6 E Irr(A,/O,,(A,)) yields s*(p - 2)* = 
a(b) 46) < ICA,IO,,(,Q) b0 n,(A,))I = p - 2. Hence, s=O and 6(1)=p-2. 
Hence, s = 0 and 6( 1) = p - 2. Now [ 10, Theorem 1.5.151 yields a linal 
contradiction. 
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Proof of Corollary B. Let H,G = (hgJ h E HO, g E G). Since every 
irreducible character of H/H, extends to G, H,G n H = Ho. Now ( [G : H], 
[H : Ho]) = 1 yields that G/H: and HHz/H,G N H/H, satisfy the hypothesis 
of Theorem A. Thus, G/H: has a normal n-complement Go/H: where 
G,zHg,G,A GandG,nHH~=(G,nH)H,G=H$.SinceG,,zH,GzHO 
and H,G n H = H,, G = HG, where H n GO = HO and the corollary follows. 
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